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Abstract 

This bachelor’s thesis explores different deep learning techniques to achieve an image            

segmentation based on uniform criteria. We study various state-of-art segmentation          

algorithms applying them on depth images. Moreover, we transfer the depth           

segmentation knowledge to Pyramid Scene Parsing Network using only RGB information           

as input. 
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Resum 

Aquest treball de fi de grau explora diferents tècniques d’ aprenentatge profund (Deep             

Learning) per tal d’obtenir una segmentació d’imatge basada en criteris d’uniformitat.           

Estudiem varis algoritmes de segmentació ja existents aplicant-los a imatges de           

profunditat. Un cop fet això transferim aquest coneixement a la Pyramid Scene Parsing             

Network utilitzant tan sols els canals RGB com a entrada. 
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Resumen 

En este trabajo de fin de grado se exploran distintas técnicas de aprendizaje profundo              

(deep learning) con el objetivo de obtener una segmentación de imagen basada en             

criterios de uniformidad.  

Estudiamos varios algoritmos de segmentación aplicándolos a images de profundidad y           

transferimos la segmentación obtenida a la Pyramid Scene Parsing Network contando           

solo con la información de los canales RGB como entrada. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Statement of purpose: 

Over the last years, the demand and offer of audiovisual contents has increased             

exponentially. The way they are delivered also changed, most of them are reproduced             

real-time or while they’re being downloaded (streaming). In order to serve high quality             

video content to huge amount of consumers every part of the architecture has to perform               

optimally. 

Many existing algorithms in computer vision use the pixel-grid as the underlying            

representation when coding images. The main idea behind the project is achieving a            

uniform criteria image segmentation to replace the pixel-grid representation.As Deep          

Learning approaches has proved to be the solution to most of Artificial Intelligence (AI)              

challenges, we will apply it on our attempt to improve current video coders. 

Most common deep learning approaches to image segmentation consist on Convolutional           

Neural Networks (CNNs) [1] , our project will be based on this kind of networks and                

depth-based image segmentations. 

Based on this context, the objectives are the following: 

•  Explore different segmentation techniques on depth images. 

• Implement the obtained depth segmentation only with RGB information as a transfer             

learning task using the latest deep learning designs. 

•  Develop a reusable software project using programming good practices 
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1.2. Requirements and specifications: 

Concerning the hardware requirements, we must note that we will deal with huge             

amounts of data (thousands of images, millions of parameters, labels) while developing            

this project. Because of this the minimum requirements are: 

•  GPU with at least 8 GB of RAM. 

•  CPU with at least 20 GB of RAM. 

 

The specications are the following 

•  Use Python as the main programming language to develop the project. 

• Develop the project using deep learning frameworks such as Caffe, Keras or             

TensorFlow. 

 

1.3. Methods and procedures: 

This project is built from scratch, so there is not a continuation of other projects. However, 

there are many references and information used from other papers. 

The most important references for the first part of the project, obtaining depth based              

segmentations, are SEEDS: Superpixels Extracted via Energy-Driven Sampling[2] and         

SLIC Superpixels Compared to State-of-the-art Superpixel Methods[3]. 

For the second part of the project the most important reference is Pyramid Scene Parsing               

network[4], this paper exposes a semantic segmentation model which has obtained           

state-of-art results on different datasets such as Cityscapes or PASCAL VOC 2012            

segmentation dataset. This one is the net architecture we will fork with. 
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1.4 Work plan, milestones and Gantt diagram 

The realization of the Final Grade has been modified in regard to the work plan initially                

established in the project proposal because I changed my job and spend some time              

without time resources to invest on the project. Consequently I asked to prorogue the              

thesis. After that, the development has been performed in accordance to the following             

timeplan. 

The different work packages (WP’s) and their associated tasks, milestones and Gantt 

diagram are detailed below in order to summarize how the final work has been              

completed. 

 

1.4.1. Workplan: 

WP1: State-Of-Art. The first step of the project was an investigation process in order to 

search information about depth based image segmentations and deep learning          

architectures. 

WP2: System Approach. The second step corresponds for the creation of a model 

covering the full system to be subsequently implemented in order to transfer depth based              

segmentation knowledge to a deep learning model. 

WP3: Implementation. This stage consists on gaining acquaintance with the          

environment 

to develop the system, implement it and finally analyse quantitatively and qualitatively  

the obtained results. 

 

#WP #Task Short title Milestone/deliverable Date(week) 

1 1 Deep-learning research   

1 2 Depth based 
segmentation research 

Document explanation 4 

1 3 Image Semantic 
Segmentation state-of-art 

Document explanation 4 

2 1 Obtaining labels: from 
depth segmentation to 

Document explanation 8 
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classifier classes 

2 2 Deep learning, choosing a 
model 

  

3 1 Getting used to deep 
learning frameworks 

Basic project 18 

3 2 Depth processing 
implementation 

Codes, scripts, readme 22 

3 3 System implementation Codes, scripts, readme 25 

3 4 Training phase Configuration 
parameters 

 -- 

3 5 Testing phase Results and conclusions 29 

Table 1: Workplan tasks 

 

 

1.4.2. Gantt diagram: 

 

    Figure 1.1: Gantt diagram  
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this thesis: 

The main technologies used are Superpixels Segmentations, Convolutional Neural         

Networks and Transfer Learning techniques. 

2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks 

Artificial neural networks are a learning paradigm inspired on how the biological nervous             

system functions. They can be comprehended as interconnections of neurons that work            

together to produce a specific output stimulus of the received input. 

In order to generate feature maps from images, we will use a type of feed-forward               

artificial neural network in which the connectivity pattern between its neurons is inspired             

by the organization of the animal visual cortex: CNN [10].  

CNN’s consists on one or more convolutional layers which corresponds to different filters             

combinations that are able to detect simple/more complex image features (often with a             

subsampling step: ReLu, pooling) and then followed by one or more fully connected             

layers as in a standard multilayer neural network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure  2.1: A Full Convolutional Network (LeNet) 

 

2.2. Depth based segmentations: Superpixel algorithms 

Superpixel algorithms aim to over-segment the image by grouping pixels that belong to              

the same object. Many state-of-the-art superpixel algorithms rely on minimizing objective           

functions to enforce color homogeneity. The optimization is accomplished by          

sophisticated methods that progressively build the superpixels, typically by adding cuts or            

growing superpixels. As a result, they are computationally too expensive for real-time            

applications. 
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Figure 2.2: Iterative Superpixels segmentation and boundaries update example 

 

We have experimented with two of the most known Superpixels algorithms, SLIC            

superpixels and SEEDS. The first one represents images in a 5-D space defined by the L,                

a, b of the CIELAB color space and the x, y pixel coordinates. The minimized function                

consists on  a  distance that enforces color similarity as well as pixel proximity. 

On the other hand, SEEDS superpixels are computed similarly to SLIC but adding an              

edge prior, if a boundary is near and edge, it snaps to this edge and it’s no longer                  

updated from there on forward. 

 

             Figure 2.3: SEEDS iterative algorithm example 

 

2.3. Transfer learning 

In practice, very few people train an entire Convolutional Network from scratch (with             

random initialization), because it is relatively rare to have a dataset of sufficient size.              

Instead, it is common to use pretrained models, initializing the parameters with            

pre-trained weights reduces the amount of images and parameters to train. 

The two major Transfer Learning scenarios look as follows: 

• Pretrained model as feature extractor: By removing the classification layer (Fully            

Connected) of any neural network we can use the rest of the net as a fixed feature                 
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extractor. It can be used to feed other types of classifier(SVM, linear classifiers,..) with              

samples from different datasets in order to accomplish different tasks. 

• Fine-tuning the model: The second strategy is to not only replace and retrain the               

classifier on top of the net, but to also fine-tune the weights of the pretrained network by                 

continuing the backpropagation[7]. It is possible to fine-tune all the layers of the net, or it’s                

possible to keep some of the earlier layers fixed (due to overfitting concerns) and only               

fine-tune some higher-level portion of the network. 

 

 

 

  Figure 2.4: Simple transfer learning real case. 
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3. Methodology:  

3.1 ScanNet Dataset: 

ScanNet is an RGB-D video dataset containing 2.5 million views in more than 1500              

scans, annotated with 3D camera poses, surface reconstructions, and instance-level          

semantic segmentations. 

It was used on the project Richly-annotated 3D Reconstructions of Indoor Scenes[5],            

which demonstrates that data collected in ScanNet is useful in achieving state of art              

performance on several 3D scene understanding tasks. 

 Figure 3.1: RGB and depth frame examples from ScanNet dataset 

 

Due to the huge size of the dataset (more than 1TB) we will download only one frame per                  

second of video from all the scanned scenes. Concerning the annotations we won’t             

download them because they’re designed to be used as targets in scene understanding             

tasks. 

Our ScanNet dataset contains more than 90.000 paired RGB-D frames that will be             

divided in 3 splits, concerning this partition, we will make sure that all the images               

captured on the same scene will belong to the same data split. This way our model will be                  

trained, validated and tested with images from different scenes in each phase. 

• Training split: 60% of the samples 

• Validation split: 25% of the samples 

• Test split: 198 scenes, 981 images 
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3.2  Preprocessing Data: 

3.2.1. Depth data: 

After making the firsts attempts to correctly read and visualize depth frames, we realised              

that some pre-processing was needed before trying to perform any further action. When             

visualizing depth captures as a gray scale image (0,255) we can see that some pixels               

doesn’t have a depth value.. As a solution to this problems we will “impaint” all 0 value                 

pixels with the nearest neighbour color. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 3.2: Preprocessing depth frames 

 

3.2.2. Depth image segmentation: 

The first algorithm we tried is based on the well known Watershed Transform[4]. The term               

watershed refers to a ridge that divides areas drained by different river systems. A              

catchment basin is the geographical area draining into a river or reservoir. 

In order to understand this transform it’s needed to imagine an image as a surface, like                

the following example: 
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 Figure 3.3: Visualizing the Watershed transform 

 

While segmenting ScanNet depth frames from Watershed catchment basins we observed           

that the output regions is not suitable to coding because regions are too big. Moreover,               

it’s not making subregions from the objects, for example ,the chair in figure 3.4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    Figure 3.4: Watershed transform: Gradient lines, markers and final segmentation 

 

On the second approach we used SEEDS: Superpixels Extracted via Energy-Drive           

Sampling[4] obtaining a segmentation that fitted ours needs.  

As we can see on the figure above the superpixels obtained are suitable for coding,               

frontiers appear on contours of the image and region sizes are acceptable. 
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We will use this algorithm on our database to obtain the targets we will use on the                 

experimentation phase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 3.5: SEEDS superpixles extracted from ScanNet dataset 

 

3.2.3. From segmentation image to labels: 

The network architecture we will train needs to have a fixed number of classes, we can                

not use the obtained segmentations as targets because the number of regions (classes)             

varies on each image. So we explore other options to classify each pixel with a fixed                

number of classes. 

Analyzing the segmentation results with 4-neighbours connectivity and applying a binary           

comparison between self and neighbours values as illustrated on Figure 3.6 , we can              

classify all the possible pixel combinations on 16 classes. 
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Figure 3.6: From segmentation to frontier classes visual representation. 

 

Similar techniques have been used on Convolutional Oriented Boundaries: From Image           

Segmentation to High-Level tasks[6], with the difference that they make the image grow             

in order to fit the frontiers on it while we don’t. The consequence of not making the image                  

grow is that we can not recover the original segmentation without a  really high accuracy. 
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3.3 Baseline: 

3.3.1 Architecture 

The baseline network model is Pyramid Scene Parsing Network [4] , it consists on a               

pre-trained CNN feature generator based on ResNet[6] ,a pyramid pooling module that            

gathers context information and a final convolutional layer followed by the classifier .  

Features extracted by ResNet (b) are concatenated with the global prior computed by the              

Pyramid module(c). Pyramid module contributes to the robustness of the model in front of              

object size variability by removing the fixed-size constraint of CNN for image            

classification. 

 

Figure 3.7: PSPNet Architecture 

 

3.3.2 Hyperparameters: 

When training a neural network, we do not only have to choose which layers to use and                 

how to connect them, but also a large number of hyperparameters that inuence the              

learning process. 

Firstly, the image features(b) have a dimension of 2048, when we concat them with the               

output of the pyramid we obtain a feature map of (height/8, width/8, 4096). 

During the training process, the parameters are updated in order to nd a minimum in the                

loss function. This is done using a learning rate, which sets how quickly a network               

abandons old beliefs for new ones. In general, one wants to nd a learning rate that is low                  
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enough for a model to converge to a useful conguration, but high enough to avoid a very                 

long training time. 

In order to avoid having high variance in the weight updates, we feed the network with a                 

xed number of samples at each iteration and update them using the loss of all of them.                 

We have set this number of samples, called batch size, to the maximum one that ts in                 

the GPU RAM. This decision must also take into account the space for all the feature                

maps generated in each forward pass, as well as its weights. This way, we used batch                

sizes from 4 to 16 depending on the experiment. 

 

3.4 Fine-tuning PSPNet: 

First of all, some modifications on the net architecture are needed, we proceed to adapt               

some parameters to our dataset: 

• Input shape: (640,480,3) 

• Reduce the number of filters on the last convolutional layer to 16 (number of classes). 

• Replace the classifier for another FC layer with softmax activation and 16 outputs. 

We must also note that we when adapted the original PSPNet Caffe implementation to              

Keras framework(due to compatibility problems), we had to develop some custom layers            

that were unavailable on Keras. One example of this is the interpolation located between              

last 3x3 Conv layer and the classifier: to implement it we had to make our custom                

Lambda layer that manipulated tensors directly from Tensorflow backend . 

 

3.4.1 First attempt: PSPNet as a feature map generator + SOFTMAX classifier 

Training only the softmax classifier is not an option since we changed the number of               

filters of the previous conv layer. Consequently we will train together the 2 last layers of                

the net using as loss categorical cross entropy function (layers e and f from Figure 3.8).  

The total number of parameters to train is really low: 8.480, 272 corresponding to              

softmax and 8.208 to the conv layer. Consequently on this experiment we will use fewer               

data than the other experiments (1 out of 10 samples from section 4.2 dataset partition) 

As expected, this model is not able to perform a correct classification mostly because              

8.480 parameters are not enough to fit the knowledge we are trying to transfer to the net. 
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3.4.2 Second attempt: Fine-tuning from concat layer to end 

On this experiment we train the PSPNet from the output of the concat layer to the softmax                 

classifier. The number of parameters we are training is now much bigger (more than 18               

million parameters). 

Trained layers: 

•  Conv1: 512 3x3 filters + batch normalization + dropout (18.874.368+ 2.048) 

•  Conv2: 16 1x1 filters(8.208 ) + softmax 

The main problem we found on this model is strongly related to our data. As most of the                  

pixels belong to interior region class, the model is not learning how to recognize the               

different classes of frontiers. 

We must also note that the time required to fulfill this kind of experiments is not negligible,                 

it takes around 10 hours to train this network and we can run as a maximum one process                  

at the same time on the GPI servers.  

 

  Figure 3.8: Fine-tuning PSPNet schema 

 

3.4.3 Third attempt: Fine-tuning PSPNet with a custom loss function 

In order to compensate prior classes probabilities (85.72% for class interior pixel) we             

implemented a custom loss function. This loss consists on weighting cross-entropy           

function, by increasing the weights of frontier classes we will make the net learn more               

from them than interior pixels. 

Trained layers: 

•  Conv1: 512 3x3 filters + batch normalization (18.874.368+ 2.048) 

•  Conv2: 16 1x1 filters(8.208 ) + softmax 
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3.4.4 Third attempt: 2-Phased depth estimation+segmentation approach 

With the experience obtained from previous experiments, we will try to go one step              

beyond: 

In order to supervise more accurately how our model learns we will divide the learning               

task on 2 phases. The first one consists on training our current neural network (PSPNet)               

in order to estimate input’s image depth map.  

 

3.4.4.1 Depth estimation[8] 

The first training has been run with the same configuration as experiment 3.4.2 but              

modifying the number of classes to 256 gray scale values. Changing the targets from our 

initial labels to pre-processed (section 3.2.1) depth images makes the training take longer             

than previous experiments (around 20-26 hours).We are forced use a maximum of batch             

size of 3 images when having 12GB RAM GPU or train the net image per image (batch                 

size=1)  with 6GB RAM GPU. 

Since this phase should not be considered a classification task, we will try the training               

with the following loss functions: 

•  Categorical cross-entropy (experiment 3.4.2) 

• Mean Square Error between depth predicted image and pre-processed Scannet depth            

frame. 

• Mean Square Logarithmic Error between depth predicted image and pre-processed           

Scannet depth frame. 

 

3.4.4.2 Depth Segmentation 

The second module of the architecture consists on a typical CNN that will be trained from                

scratch using ScanNet depth frames as input and labels (section 3.2.3). 

Once we have trained two separate networks we will finetune them together in order to               

accomplish the full task properly. 
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Figure 3.9: Final system architecture 
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4. Results 

On this chapter the obtained results from the experiments explained in Chapter 3 will be               

presented together with its analysis. 

 

4.1 Computational requirements 

Experiments have been run on the Image Processing Group cluster of servers because of              

the huge amount of data we deal with. Those servers are shared between GPI research               

group and ruled by a queue system. In order to run an experiment we have to ask for the                   

resources we need (mostly RAM memory and number of GPU’s/CPU’s). As a TFG             

student I can run one single process on a Nvidia Titan X GPU with 12 GB of RAM. 

 

4.2 Dataset 

Before describing how a PSPNet model is evaluated and the results obtained, it is              

worthwhile to summarize the explained in Section 3.1 about ScanNet Dataset. Note that             

we reduced the amount of samples because training times would go from 10 hours to               

more than 2 weeks if we used all the samples available. 

• Training split: 917 scenes,4326 images 

• Validation split: 390 scenes, 1879 images 

• Test split: 198 scenes, 981 images 

 

4.3 Experimentation 

When working with Deep Learning projects we analyze the results using training and             

validation loss, computing those values at each epoch. If the experiment goes as             

expected both training and validation losses should decrease until convergence. As soon            

as it happens we  can finish our training before overfitting it. 

We must note that obtaining high accuracies on the classification does not provide             

evidence of segmentation output’s quality because as told previously most of the pixels             

on our dataset belong to one class, making it even harder for the net to correctly predict                 

the other classes. 
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4.3.1 Experiment Analysis: PSPNet as a feature generator 

The firsts attempts of using PSPNet as a feature generator feeding a softmax classifier              

ended up on a model not able to generalize its predictions independently from the scenes               

they were captured. It was not a big surprise considering that we were only training the                

most superficial layers of the network (those layers retain very specific knowledge of the              

task we are learning). 

Figure 4.1: Accuracy and loss curves from experiment PSPNet as a feature generator +              

classifier (section 3.4.1) with cross entropy loss function, learning rate = 0.001 ruled by              

Adam optimizer. 

 

4.3.2 Experiment Analysis: Fine-tuning from concat layer to end 

When training the model explained on section Fine-tuning from concat layer to end we              

achieved much better loss values than the previous experiment, accuracies also           

increased from 60 to nearly 90%. However, this results are not good enough to make the                

step back from targets classes to regions.  
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Figure 4.2: Accuracy and loss curves from experiment Fine-tuning PSPNet (section 3.4.2)            

with  cross entropy loss function, initial learning rate = 0.001 ruled by Adam optimizer. 

 

4.3.3 Experiment Analysis: Fine-tuning PSPNet with a custom loss function. 

After developing our own custom cross-entropy function as Figure 4.3, we proceeded to             

train the model using it as loss and also changing the way we feed the dataset images to                  

the model. Different from the experiments explained before, we will feed train and             

validation data inputs changing how images are ordered at each epoch. This change on              

the data generator makes both model and accuracy curves oscillate around the            

convergence value.  

As we can observe in the Figure 4.3 results do not improve compared to the previous                

experiment. Consequently weighting the loss function is not enough to make our            

proposed architecture properly identify region boundaries.  
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Figure 4.3: Accuracy and loss curves from experiment Fine-tuning PSPNet (section 3.4.3)            

with weighted cross-entropy loss function, initial learning rate = 0.001 ruled by Adam             

optimizer 

In order to make sure it was not possible to predict our frontier classes we repeated the                 

above experiment weighting by 0 interior pixels in the loss function. Accuracies of this              

experiment were so poor (3.21% on training at epoch 12) that we did not even finish it in                  

order to explore new alternatives  

 

4.3.4 Experiment Analysis: 2-Phased depth estimation+segmentation approach 

The last approach explained on 3.3.4 is by far much more ambitious than all the previous                

experiments, while writing the thesis I’m still working on this approach. 

PSPNet training as a depth estimator have been provided evidence of success: 

● 3.78 test accuracy It may not seem much but considering our task is an estimation               

it’s not a bad result. 

● MAD: The distance between our results and original depth maps on test images is              

currently below 12 gray levels. 

We expect to have the results of the second phase the following week, as soon we have                 

them we will be able compute the final results of the project by fine-tuning both               

architectures together. 
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5. Budget 

This thesis has been developed without any aim to create any kind of product to be sold,                 

so there will not be any analysis on this matters. As we have used the resources available                 

at the Image Processing Group (GPI) at UPC there has been no real cost for the                

hardware needed. However, we can make an approximation about the cost we would             

have had if those resources were not provided by the research group looking at the prices                

offered by Amazon Web Services (AWS) at their cloud computing service. 

 

The resources used for this project are a GPU with 12GB of RAM and about 40GB of                 

regular RAM . Taking this under consideration, the most similar EC2 instance on AWS to               

the resources used is the p2.xlarge, which gives us a GPU with 12 GB of RAM and a                  

CPU with 61GB of RAM, having a cost of 0’9 $ per hour, which is equivalent to 21.60 $                   

per day. As we have used those resources during more or less 20 weeks, the cost                

ascends to 3024.00 $, which is equivalent to approximately 2580€ (currency exchange            

rate at 04/10/2017, when 1e= 1,176415 $). 

 

Apart from this, the only other cost that may be considered is the wage of the engineers                 

working on the project, as all the software used is open-source and don’t suppose any               

cost. The salary cost, considering that the length of the project has been of 32 weeks and                 

salaries from figure 5.1 is 10.240€, which together with the resources cost suma total of               

12.820€. 

 

 

Role Wage/hour Work Time Total 

Junior engineer 10€/h 20h/week 6400€ 

Senior engineer 30€/h 2h/week 1920€ 

Senior engineer 30€/h 2h/week 1920€ 

Total 10.240€ 
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6. Conclusions and future development:  

When starting this thesis our main goal was to explore different deep learning ideas in               

order to achieve a depth based Superpixels segmentation. Derived from this, I must say              

that our different experiments have still not been successful, but we are getting closer to it                

approach by approach.  

During this project we have worked with the latest state-of-art deep learning architectures             

and huge datasets in order to solve complex problems. Considering that my knowledge             

on those fields was nearly null at the beginning of the project, great advances have been                

done during this thesis. 

Moreover, we will keep working on the latest explained approach. We expect reaching             

state-of-art depth estimation results before re-starting the segmentation experiments. 
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